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Some awards include: Silver prize in Nagoya Design Do! 2002.
Gold in poster at the XII Quórum Prize. Winner among 10 best
Photos: magic of Nature, organized by Epson. Selected 4 times at
International Poster Biennial in Mexico. His work has been published
in design magazines and newspapers.
He had exhibited in collective and individual exhibitions in 35
countries all over the world with exhibitions such as: Social
Designers, Agitators of our conscience. Commitment in graphics,
Voices in Freedom, Graphic Imperative: 25 Years of International
AIDS Awareness Posters 1985-2010.
In 2007 he coordinated exhibition of Mexico and Japan: Unite for
Children, Unite Against Aids and HIV with support from Organization
of Advertising Creation (OAC), UNICEF, International Design Center
(IdcN) and International Poster Biennial in Mexico (BICM). He had
been jury of several design and poster competitions in Mexico.
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dpi : What kind of material, tool and technique do you use for
your creation?
Carlos : I use what is better for me for creating an idea. Personally
I enjoy working with a camera and if it is possible, hand made
materials. In Mexico we have a solid tradition of using hand made
finished works found mainly in our handcrafts. I had been admiring,
collecting and investigating some of the process they are made
and I found that mixing digital and hand made techniques are my
preferred options.
When I see some object or something that is very interesting for
me I try to take photos of them and make a personal digital photo
stock gallery for later using them in some possible design. Later I
make albums that may help me for remembering what pictures are
in them. Ideas and concepts appear when I see pictures again, and
make me remember: What was besides that photo? How was the
weather? The smell? How was the road? What people said when I
was travelling there? After that I like to have some paper and pencil
and start making rough sketches and writing simple phrases or
words that may associate with the pictures I selected.
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dpi : When you create the poster, what is the most important
e l e m e n t a n d w h at k i n d o f m e s s a g e d o yo u wa n t to
communicating with readers?
Carlos : A poster should be a scream in a wall. Many messages could
be found. But I always prefer social messages that may enter to your
eyes and stays in your heart. Try to make you think in a possible
personal change first and later maybe in a group of people.
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dpi : How do you start your creating? And how do you define
your design style?
Carlos : When I start creating I need to read and investigate what
some people had said about the concept or project I will design.
Normally I like to see designers, artists or people that had said
something about it. When I have this first approach, I can identify
symbols, colours, textures, compositions and I wonder a lot in each
research, because actually we have the world in our hands with
internet. Before that I liked to go to buy magazines, books and at
bookstores. I still do it and I enjoy a lot to admire and touch paper
and see printed works. It is very complex now to have time and
money to do it.
Also I enjoy visiting art exhibitions in museums and galleries. If

some exhibition I like, normally I buy a catalogue of it and archive it
in my personal library. So when I start creating I start to see books,
catalogues, stored digital pictures for having something that may
inspire me.
My design style is an implication of working together to find
solutions based on the knowledge, culture, conception and
sincerity of the designer on having joined the ephemeral thing and
the permanent thing in a long term by means of specific dynamics
established in his individual and cultural values.
I cannot think that I have an specific design style because all
projects and final designs are different. But if I have a design style
maybe could be a strong and deep reflection in each one.
Design for me is a social compromise. When you try to say what
someone cannot say or many want to say and may become their
voice with design. When I dare to make one of them, I always
investigate and make my own point of view, according to what
I read, saw, feel or think may help. Maybe they will not solve the
problem, but at least I feel that I did something about it and I try
to enter to poster biennials or collective expositions of a particular
subject, for trying to be more with the same objective: “be only a
public voice for trying to have a more fair world.”

dpi: Is there any new project on-going now? And what’s your
next creating plan in the future?
Carlos: I wish to share what I learnt from many people, that design
is a way for creating a better world and we need to be together
for making it possible. Also I am wishing to continue promoting
union against aids in children poster exhibition between Japan
and Mexico and maybe in U.S or Argentina. I am open to share
these projects to any person interested in this subject. And some
collective exhibitions in Spain, Mexico and U.S.A.

dpi : What kinds of the subject do you like creating or is there
any specific subject you would like to try?
Carlos : When I design some social poster, I dream that if someone
sees it and may change a little his point of view related to what I try
to say... For me it is a dream came true.
Design for me is a social compromise. When you try to say what
someone cannot say or many want to say and may become their
voice with design. When I dare to make one of them, I always
investigate and make my own point of view, according to what I
read, saw, feel or think may help.
Some of my works are related to nature issues, because I think they
do not have any one to protect them against human greed. Others
are unfair situations such as people rights, economic or political

situations.
Maybe they will not solve the problem, but at least I feel that I
did something about it and I try to enter to poster biennials or
collective expositions of a particular subject, for trying to be more
with the same objective: “be only a public voice and change the
world. Because life is a miracle.”
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dpi : The work: “The Power of Fragility Series” looks so
interesting, what’s your design conception and how long do
you finish this work?
Carlos : This series were created in 2002. After a personal big love
deception. My heart was broken and I was in a unique fragile
personal situation.
These works won the Design Do prize in Japan. Maximum award
in the category of Visual Design in the Biennial of Nagoya. Within
the Biennial the International, of the Design Center in Nagoya,
Japan. Under the main subject “the Power of the Fragility”, around
thousand 754 creators worldwide participated with their proposals
in the categories of architecture, industrial, visual and graphic
design.
“Let us live” is made up of two photographs. In order to develop this
work, I was able peal a fish to which he cleared in several days the
meat to obtain the wished effect, and dried the Earth of the bottom
to give an old aspect.
Also I used digital adjustments to manipulate the sticky band to
the size that represents. Apparently it is seen very simple, but the
process of conception to unite the stem with the column of the fish
was very long. The forms of the thorns of the rose and the fish give a
self-defence sensation, and create the dramatic quality atmosphere
that it looked for from the planning.
My school is the one of the great Hungarian teacher of poster
Peter Pócs, of whom I learned that a designer must of being as a
writer and to make poetry by means of the design; thus it was as it
initiated this fragile process “asserts.”
I have always admired the nature in its different expressions, from
dusk to a drop of water.
For that reason I decided to make photographs that detailed
extremely this reality. “With a band aid I dealt to represent all the
humanity and its prehistoric way of thinking, being shown the
infant solutions that we give for a deep problem: the fragile state of
the life that we lived.”
I had to define my concept to second round of contest and I said:
“Fragility is a thin line between two poles; between heavy and light,
between life and death.”

International Poster Biennale of Mexico for selected designers
of Mexico for an exhibition for many women dyeing by murder
at north of Mexico in Ciudad Juárez. In the border between
U.S.A and Mexico. All designers had to include in their poster:
Women of Juárez Claim for justice.
I heard of these social problem in several news channels. But
when I had to investigate of it. I really was shocked, angry and I
decided to say what all these death women may say from their
graveyard: S.O.S. meaning a big scream from all them, asking
for help to anyone.
Poster was used in several public manifestations from activists
walking in several streets, in several Mexican subways in
Mexico city and for me is a public voice as I mention before as
a possible design style.
I could buy a female skull in one of my photographic trips to
an award winning handcraft local artist from Michoacán state.
When I saw the strength of the face, the contrast of colours
and the mythology involved in a women with chains, with a
body of an unicorn and siren I could have a unique art piece
that later was photographed in a photo studio with these
perspective for trying to create these poster, representing
female Mexican women.
I selected a handmade typography for trying to communicate
a big yell of her in an universal S.O.S looking for someone to
help to understand there is a big problem. Finally I covered her
eyes because in my research I found that a similar sign of these
women murdered were that most of them had their eyes
covered when they were found death.
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dpi : Would you talk about the poster Impunidad that has
won the award in International Poster Biennale of Mexico?
Carlos : This poster was created in 2003. First as an invitation of
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